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OUTDOOR WRITERS ASSOCIATION DONATES COLLECTION TO UM 
MISSOULA -
The Outdoor Writers Association of America has donated its library and archives to the 
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library at The University of Montana. The collection contains 
about 2,000 books and a great deal of archival material, with subjects ranging from fly fishing 
and hunting to wildlife, conservation and camping.
“This collection complements many strengths our library has built over the years, since 
it deals with the outdoors, the environment, recreation and journalism,” said Frank D ’Andraia, 
UM dean of library services. “In addition, this collection was sought after by more than one 
library, and we are pleased that the OWAA had the confidence to entrust it with us. It speaks 
well of the quality of our library and the University.”
OWAA Executive Director Steve Wagner said, “The outdoor spirit is so strong here in 
Missoula that placing our library and archives at (UM) was a good fit. We hope it will be used 
by researchers and students, and it’s nice to be associated with UM’s journalism school -  one 
of the best in the country.”
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The OWAA was founded in 1927 with the mission of improving the communication 
and managerial skills of its members and setting high standards for relating outdoor subjects. 
The association moved its national headquarters from State College, Pa., to Missoula in 1999 
and recently started work in a newly constructed building. The organization has funded several 
UM journalism scholarships.
OWAA members include editorial personnel at such publications as Field & Stream, 
Outdoor Life and Sports Afield, as well as broadcasters whose programs may be seen on TNN, 
ESPN and other networks. Former and present OWAA members include outdoorsman and 
conservationist Bob Marshall, Pulitzer Prize winner Horace Carter, renowned wildlife 
photographer Leonard Lee Rue and sportsman, broadcaster and rock singer Ted Nugent. 
OWAA’s newspaper reporter members reach 4.8 million readers a day.
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